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The summons is a warning from above, following the escape from Eden by a free-spirited hand known as Tabi. The rest of the book unfolds through a deft omniscient narrative that follows three ...
Eden by Jim Crace: A strange, unsettling vision of paradise
The novel picks up when Jean reveals Mika in real life — not just a Mika that’s honest, but one that is a better, rounder character. She’s more believable. When Mika decides to be honest with herself ...
Review: Rough-start novel with redemptive, touching finish
He finds a handful of healthy earth so fascinating in the variety of life it harbors that the reader starts thinking the book is a love story – a scientist/farmer and his beloved earth. “The soil ...
Review: How to stop industrial farming from ruining Earth
But books can also be a window to ourselves, allowing us to discover what makes us happy and more productive. For workplace wellness coach and happiness scholar, Dr. Kortni Alston, reading has been a ...
3 books to help you feel more fulfilled in life and at work, according to a happiness scholar
Stagedoor has created a loyalty scheme that rewards its users for visiting venues across the capital. Founder Michael Hadjijoseph tells The Stage how the app can offer huge discounts as it connects a ...
How Stagedoor is rewarding and connecting London's theatre lovers
Those who only know Danica McKellar from "The Wonder Years" may be surprised by how much they don't know about this actor, author, and mathematician.
What You Don't Know About Hallmark Star Danica McKellar
Elsewhere, however, this new adaptation – by Zinnie Harris, with a book from Johnny McKnight and score by actor Douglas Hodge – diverges significantly from the source material, and from the indelible ...
'101 Dalmatians' review — this fluffy adaptation has brilliant moments but lacks bite
Anti-aging drugs are being trialed in companion dogs—but the goal is to find ways to have people, as well as beloved pets, live longer, healthier lives.
These scientists are working to extend the lifespan of pet dogs—and their owners
Author Val McDermid splits her time between Edinburgh and her cottage on the Fife coast. She has a son from a previous relationship and is in a civil partnership with Jo Sharp, a geography professor.
Val McDermid: ‘I met Jimmy Savile – he’s the worst human being I’ve ever encountered’
Lucasfilm general manager Lynwen Brennan explained to CinemaBlend why she thinks The Perfect Storm was such an important movie for VFX history.
Lucasfilm General Manager Explains Why The Perfect Storm With George Clooney Was Such An Important Movie
It cost a researcher only $25 worth of parts to create a tool that allows custom code to run on the satellite dishes.
The Hacking of Starlink Terminals Has Begun
In a mutiny against strict party rules imposed after allegations of frat house sexual assaults, six USC fraternities formally disaffiliated from the university, prompting warnings of “serious ramifica ...
6 fraternities disaffiliate from USC, prompting harsh warnings from university
August 11, 2022 • Rodgers, the daughter of theatrical legend Richard Rogers, was a songwriter, children's book author and philanthropist. Her memoir, Shy: The Alarmingly Outspoken Memoirs of ...
Books
Because what Uncoupled is trying to do is take a potentially heartbreaking situation and milk it for sly laughs. We first meetHarris) being giddy with excitement planning a surprise 50th birthday ...
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